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Inspirational online correspondence packages devised by artist, Sharmila Nezovic. MCA 

DRAWING delights & PAINTING pleasures 
 

Suitable for all levels of experience.           Accessible, self-directed, creative learning….  

  

       
 

1. Drawing On Insight  

- how to improve your drawings! 
Find out how insight helps us draw better! We all have this intuitive  

ability but it’s not often recognised as basic to improving our drawings.  

Here we are encouraged to tap into it – to help us unleash our sensitivity  

to innate visual perceptions. Go beyond ‘stifling’ outlines & discover  

more about the revelationary effects of texture. Easy, 2-tone exploration.  

A huge eye-opener.  

         

A super, single session WORKSHOP. (2-hours total) 

$ 40 / $ 35 concession    

 

2. Experimental Drawing 

- skills AND perception adventure.  

Come take a truly exhilarating journey into perceiving outside of the box and getting 

thoroughly creative with drawing. With a lively approach that triggers right-brain 

activity, drawings will improve with skill, strength and vision, instantly! To eliminate 

fuss, we explore a variety of ‘black & white’ media only, to help realise core drawing 

principles and give your works an immediate nudge towards greatness!  

Easy, step-by-step, COURSE in 6 session. (12-hours total)  

$ 180 / $150 concession
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3. In Your Face  

- colour portrait drawing with a twist!  

 
Colour drawing that is fresh and fun! What are the colours that represent 

the real you? Draw a dazzling, yet personalised picture, full of passion and 

energy. Watch how colours can be transforming. See how they influence 

moods. Be bold. Be encouraged to let go with your imagination and get 

thoroughly creative. Walk in the steps of the modern masters and create 

your very own masterpiece. 

 

Stunning, single session WORKSHOP. (2-hours total) 

$ 40 / $ 35 concession   

 

    
 

4. Dive Into Colour 

- fab explorations with colourful ‘Soft Pastels’. 

An inspirational course designed to explain how to use ‘soft pastels’ 

effectively in your drawing. Learn how to think in colour, to understand 

colour-perception, & how to manage the unexpected - for stunning results! 

With a stimulating collection of ideas and processes, increase the 

excitement and scope of your drawings. (A totally different experience to 

drawing in black & white!) This is also a great step towards learning how to 

paint - without all that added wetness and expense. Lots of fun. 

Explosive, step-by-step, COURSE in 6 sessions. (12-hours total)   

$ 180 / $150 concession 
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5. ACTION STATIONS 

- make paintings look fabulous using mixed media. 
Come, throw yourself into the most fabulous spontaneous painting experience with 

brushes & other things – like combs and sponges, cards, sand and string! See what 

special effects emerge to enhance the textural qualities & enrich the patterns within a 

painting’s surface. Add energy & dynamism to your works. Be guided to develop a 

more deliberate, personally expressive approach to your art & creativity. Understand 

how to apply & move paint around way more interestingly.   

Dynamic, single session WORKSHOP. (2-hours total) 

$ 40 / $ 35 concession   

 

   

 

6. AMAZING ABSTRACT PAINTING 

- get fearless with paint. 
A truly stimulating approach to creativity and personal vision. Paint without 

all the pressure of having to make the image look ‘real’! Pare back for a while 

- to get more involved with underlying artistic fundamentals, such as colour 

and rhythm and balance. A great way to develop painting skills generally (so 

that even realistic artworks will gain from the experience)! All you need is a 

sense of adventure.  

Bold, step-by-step, COURSE in 6 sessions. (12-hours total)   

$ 180 / $150 concession 
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